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Metaphor has been the subject of study since Greek
period where it was studied in the discipline of Rhetoric.
Rhetoric is an art that taught people how to persuade others
to one’s point of view by the use of rhetorical devices like
metaphor. Since Rhetoric is not concerned with search of
truth, as philosopher like Plato understood it, it became
suspect in the eyes of crusaders of philosophic truth. Because
metaphor in Rhetoric occupies certral place, it had to face
the ire of such Greek philosophers as Plato. The Greek
philosophers found this master trope of Rhetoric nothing but
an external ornament of language that hides more than
reveals the truth. However, Aristotle in his Peotics finds
metaphor a sign of certain type of genius.”It is the one thing
that cannot be learnt from other, and it is also a sign of genius,
since good metaphor implies an intuitive perception of the
similarity in dissimilar” (Aristotle 71). The discussion in
Poetics makes it clear that metaphor for Aristotle is integral
to poetry rather than to logic. “By doing so, he makes it clear
that he does not regard metaphor as integral to language’s
functioning; rather it is a kind of decoration or ornament.”
(Punter 12) Metaphor in this sense is an addition to the
normal language which in other words means literal
language. In his further elaboration of metaphor, Aristotle
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identifies metaphor as “giving the thing the name that belongs
to something else, the transference being either from genus
to species or from species to genus or from species to species
on the ground of analogy.” (Aristotle 1909 63) Behind this
argument lies the idea that everything in nature has got its
proper name. Metaphor as such “constitutes a kind of
infringement of this rule, whereby ‘names are conveyed from
one thing to another.” (Punter 12)

Key words: rhetoric, metaphor, transport, lovers, crush,
aggression, sporting, resistance blasting

Western literary history has intermittently questioned
the assumption that metaphor is only an ornament, not an
integral part of language. The British poets of 18th and 19th

century, especially Coleridge, express such views that
metaphor cannot be separated from literal language.
Wordsworth never tires of eliding any difference between
the language of poetry and ordinary language in his Preface
to Lyrical Ballads.

In 1980 George Lakoff and Mark Johson published a
slender book Metaphors We Live By which revolutionized
the way we think of metaphor. Writing within conceptual
metaphor theory a sub discipline of Cognitive Linguistics,
Lakoff and Johnson argue that “metaphor is not simply a
stylistic feature of language, but that thought itself is
metaphorical in nature.”(Evans and Green 286) According
to conceptual metaphor theory, conceptual structure is
organized according to cross domain mappings. Instead of
breaking metaphor into tenor and vehicle, conceptual
metaphor theory breaks it into two domains: source domain
and target domain. Source domain refers to the field from
which metaphorical expression is picked up and target
domain means the field to which metaphorical expression is
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applied. In the sentence “He is a lion”, the metaphoric
expression “lion” is picked up from animal domain (source
domain) and applied to human domain (target domain).
According to conceptual metaphor theory some of the cross
domain mappings, if not all, are the result of “pre-conceptual
embodied experiences.” (Evans and Green 286) The
conceptual metaphors depend of on child’s bodily
experiences. The child experiences that the increase in
quantity of anything results in increase in vertical elevation
and hence quantity can be expressed in terms of vertical
elevation. A typical example of such cross domain mapping
occurs in sentences like ‘She got high marks” where marks
are measured in terms of vertical elevation: height. Likewise,
the child experiences that physical features of space change
as the child moves from one place to another, say from one
room to another. Hence change is conceptualized in terms
of movement in space, even if it involves change due to time.
Any expression that denotes passage of time involves cross
domain mapping. The change of time is expressed as if it was
traveling from one point in space to another. Cognitive
linguists like Gibbs extrapolate the findings of metaphor to
metonymy. “Research since the early 1990’s has begun to
suggest that this operation may be at least as important as
conceptual metaphor in terms of providing conceptual
structures.” (Evans and Green 287)

Conceptual metaphor/ metonymy theory believes that
we cannot choose any source domain to describe any target
domain.  In order to make this point clear, Lakoff and Johnson
give the following examples of metaphor to describe
relationship like marriage.

1. Look how far we have come
2. We are at a crossroads
3. We’ll just have to go our separate ways
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4. We can’t turn back now.
5. I don’t think this relationship is going anywhere.
6. Where are we?
7. We’re stuck.
8. It’s been a long, bumpy road.
9. This relationship is a dead-end street.
10. We’re just spinning our wheels.
11. Our marriage is on the rocks.

(Lakoff and Johnson 44-45)

“This pattern led Lakoff and Johnson to hypothesize a
conventional link at the conceptual level between the domain
of LOVE RELATIONSHIP and the domain of JOURNEY.”
(Evans and Green 295) According to conceptual view, here
‘love’ is the target domain that the speaker wants to describe
and ‘journey’ is source domain in whose terms ‘love’ is being
described. “This association is called conceptual metaphor.
According to Lakoff and Johnson what makes it a metaphor
is the conventional association of domain with another, What
makes is conceptual (rather than purely linguistic) is the idea
that the motivation for the metaphor resides at the level of
conceptual domain. In other words, Lakoff and Johnson
proposed that we not only speak in metaphoric terms, but
also think in metaphorical terms” (Evans and Green 295)

Lakoff and Johnson argue that there is mapping between
target domain and source domain even at micro level. In a
journey there would be travelers, means of transport, a route
and obstacle. All the above roles: travelers etc. are found
also in love relationship. “The metaphor works by mapping
roles from the source onto the target: LOVERS become
TRAVELLERS (We are at a crossroads), who travel by a
particular MEANS OF TRANSPORT (We are spinning our
wheels) proceeding along a particular ROUTE (Our marriage
went off course), impeded by obstacles (Our marriage is on
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rocks). As these examples demonstrate, a metaphorical link
between two domains consists of a number of distinct
correspondence or mappings.” (Evans and Green 295)

Inquiring into the nature of source domain and target
domain Kovecses (2002) found that the most common source
domains relate to human body (the heart of problem),
animals (a sly fox), plants (the fruit of her labor), food (he
cooked up a story. The most common target domains are
emotions, morality, thought, human relationship and time.

Important aspects of conceptual metaphor that is of
interest to any researcher are hiding and highlighting.
Whenever a target is conceived in terms of some source, “this
highlights certain aspects of the target while simultaneously
hiding other aspects.” (Evans and Green 303) For example if
an argument is conceptualized as war, the adversarial nature
of argument is highlighted but structuring of argument is
downplayed. If argument is thought in terms of journey, its
adversarial nature is silenced and its organizational and
progressive aspect is highlighted. “In this way, metaphors can
perspectivize a concept or conceptual domain.” (Evans and
Green 304)

My contention is that sport events are conceptualized
in the metaphor of war. Here the target domain is specific
sport and the source domain is war. There is extensive
mapping between these two domains at micro level very much
like mapping between love and journey that Lakoff and
Johnson talks of. All the entities of war are mapped on to
sports. ‘Entitles’ consists of actors and their actions. A war
involves two opponents very much like two teams.
Conceptualized in the metaphor of war, sports are
perspectivized as competition rather than as recreational
activity.

Metaphors We Play By: Analyzing Sports News
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In the context of war, the activities are described with
the use of certain verbs like BEAT, FAIL, DEFEAT, GAIN (AN
UPPER HAND), CLASH, ATTACK, KNOCK, RETRAIN,
RESTRICT, STRUGGLE, HIT, FALL (VICTIM), RESIST, FALL
(TO), SHOOT, CLASH, CHASE (ENEMY), TRAP,  REEL, WIN,
CRUSH, PREVENT (SOMEONE), BLAST etc. Nouns that
typically occur in war context are AGGRESSION,
RESISTANCE, DEFEAT, CLASH, ATTACK, KNOCK, LOSS,
GAIN, STRUGGLE, HIT, VICTIM, BATTLE, VICTORY,
CONTINGENT, SPOILS etc. Adjectives that are usually needed
in the description of war are GUTSY, CRUSHING,
FEARSOME, DEFIANT, EMBARASSING etc.. Prepositional
phrases that are used in war are AGAINST, IN (TATTERS)
etc.

I hereby propose to analyze sports news that were
published by Times of India, 25.1.2010 published from New
Delhi, Late city edition  in its TIMES SPORT page. There are
two important news on this page. Both deal with cricket
matches: one between India and Bangladesh and other
between Australia and Pakistan.

In the news items under discussion, war metaphors are
extensively used. I make bold face the war metaphor in the
news in order to show their use.

Pacemen put India on top.

Mahmudullah Lone Bangla Batter To Put Up Resistance

Dhaka: Mohammad Mahmuduallah cracked an
unbeaten 96 under pressure but failed to stop India from
gaining an upper hand in the second and final test against
Bangladesh here n Sunday. Bangladesh were wobbling at
5105 before posting 233 in their first innings, thanks to lower-
order batsman Mahamudallah who kept the Indian attack
at bay with a gutsy 156 ball knock.
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India raced to 69 for no loss in reply at stumps with
Virendra Schwag (41 not out) and Gautam Gambgir (26 not
out) at the crease. The visitors were indebted to pacemen
Ishant Sharma (4-66) and Zaheer Khan (3-62) for restricting
Bangladesh at a modest total.

Let-arm spinner Pragyan Ojha was the other main
wicket-taker with 2-49. Bangladesh were 106-6 when
Mahmuddallah walked in to bat, but India had to struggle
for the remaining wicket as he put on 58 useful runs for the
ninth wicket with Shafiul Islam, who contributed only nine.

Mahmudallah was on 80 when last-man Rubel Hossain
joined him but could manage only 16, including 11 in an
over from off-spinner Harbhajan Singh. He hit 13 fours.
Harbhajan finished the innings when he bowled Rubel for
his lone victim, leaving Mahamudallah just four short of his
maiden Test hundred.

India’s bowlers were superbly supported by wicket-
keeper Mahendra Singh Dhonni who took three catches and
two stumpings after missing the previous Test due to an injury.
Most of the Bangladeshi batsmen failed to apply themselves,
with Mohammad Ashraful (39) skippper Shakib al Hasan
(34) all getting out when looking well-set.

Ashraful and Shakib both fell to rash strokes. Asraful
stepped out to attempt a big shot off Ojha, missed the line
and was stumped, while Shakib was caught behind chasing
an away going delivery form Zaheer. Rahim who added 55
for the sixth wicket with his captain, was trapped leg before
by Sharma after hitting six fours in his 61-ball knock.

India gained an early advantage when they left the
hosts reeling at 84-5 in the morning session, with Zaheer
and Sharma taking two wickets apiece and Ojha one. Ashraful
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hit six fours in his 31- ball knock, while Tamin Iqbal, Imrul
Kayes, Juaid Siddique and Raqibul Hasan all failed to reach
double figure.

Bangaladesh’s batting problems began immediately
after winning the toss when Sharma had Kayes caught by
Dhoni with his first delivery of the match. Zaheer bowled
opener Iqbal with a delivery that came in sharply and then
had Siddique caught behind to reduce the hosts to ‘13-3

Sharma’s second victim was Raqibul Hasan caught by
Rahul Dravid at second slip after making only four. India lead
1-0 in the short series following their 113-run victory in the
opening Test in Chitagong on Thursday. AFP

Aussies Crush Pakistan at SCG

Sidney: Australia produced arguably its best
performance of the summer to record a crushing 140-run
victory over Pakistan in the second One-day International
at the SCG on Sunday.

Having posted an imposing 6-267 on the back of half-
centuries from Shane Watson and Cameron White after
Pakistan skipper Mohammad Yousuf elected to bowl first in
overcast conditions, Dong Bollinger (2-19) an Peter diddle
91- 23) produced fearsome opening spells to leave the
tourists’ pursuit in tatters.

Skipper Mohammad Yousuf, who was left to rue his
decision to insert the hosts in ideal bating conditions, top
scored with a defiant 58 off 94 balls, but it wasn’t enough to
prevent an embarrassing defeat. Australia now leads the
five-match series 2-0 ahead of Tuesday’s clash at the
Adelaide Oval. Both openers beat the bat repeatedly from
the outset but Bollinger claimed the early spoils removing
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Salman Butt (two) and Younus Khan (zero) in the fifth over
when both men edged to While at second slip.

Things went from bad to worse when Kamran Akmal
(16 off 31) was run out by a brilliant piece of fielding from
Clint McKay (3-15) off his own bowling. And when younger
brother Umar Akmal was bowled by a brilliant delivery from
Siddle without scoring, the tourists’ fate was sealed.

Shahid Afridi gave the Pakistan contingent of the
healthy 30,7774 crowd some reason to cheer when he
despatched Nathan Hauritz (2-45) into the stands, but his
aggression soon brought him undone. Rana Naved showed
some resistance blasting 27 off 22 including two sixes and
a boundary before he was stumped by Brad Haddin
attempting to hit Hauritz out of the stadium. CRICKET.COM.
AU

In order to decide whether some expression is
metaphoric or not, I used two criteria: etymology and core
sense. Etymology of a word tells about the origin and
derivation of a word. The “core meanings represent typical,
central uses of the word in question in modern standard
English, as established by research on and analysis of the
Oxford English Corpus and other language databases. The
core meaning is the one accepted by native speakers as the
most literal and central in ordinary modern usage. This is
not necessarily the same as the oldest meaning, because word
meaning change over time. Nor is it necessarily the most
frequent meaning, because sometimes the most frequently
used modern sense of a word is figurative one.

The core sense also acts as a gateway to other, related
subsenses.”(Oxford Dictionary of English page ix) Oxford
English Dictionary 2005 is the only Dictionary that groups
meanings into core senses and subsenses. Since it recognizes
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core sense as LITERAL sense, I have depended on this
dictionary in identifying metaphor.

For example the first metaphoric expression in
paragraph one in News one is ‘crack’ in the sentence:
“Mohammad Mahmuduallah cracked an unbeaten 96…”
‘Crack’ is here used in the sense of ‘score’, though Oxford
Dictionary of English 2005 does not recognize ‘score’ even
as a subsense of the word. The core sense or LITERAL
meaning of the word ‘crack’ as verb is “break or cause to break
without a complete separation of the parts...” (Oxford
Dictionary of English 401) Words like ‘beat’, ‘fail’, ‘gain an
upper hand’,  ‘against’, ‘knock’, ‘attack’, ‘loss’, ‘struggle’, ‘hit’,
‘victim’, ‘fall to’, ‘catch’, ‘trap’, ‘reel’,  ‘hit’, ‘win’, ‘clash’, ‘spoils’
‘defiant’ etc. can be easily understood as metaphoric
expressions when used in the description of a game and need
hardly any dictionary consultation.

In order to show the extensive use of metaphor in news,
I give numerical details of paragraphs, sentences and
metaphoric expressions used in both the news under
discussion. As is clear from the tables below, on average no
sentence is without any metaphoric expressions.

News one

Paragraph
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

No. of
Sentences 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 2 2

No. Metaphoric
Expressions 9 2 1 2 1 6 4 2 2

Note: One metaphor expression in subheading(Resistance)
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Total No. of Paragraphs : 9

Total No. of Sentences : 20+1(subheading)=21

Total No. of Metaphoric

Expressions : 29+1=30

Average %age of metaphoric expressions per sentence is 1.42

News two

Paragraph No 1 2 3 4 5

No. of Sentences 1 1 3 2 2

No. MetaphoricExpressions 1 2 6 0 7

Note: One metaphoric expression in heading (Crush)

Total No. of Paragraphs 5

Total No. of Sentences 9+ 1 (heading)=10

Total No. of Metaphoric Expressions 16+1+17

Average %age of metaphoric expressions per sentence is 1.7

One might wonder if the extensive use of war metaphor
shows the bias of the writer or sport cannot be conceptualized
in any other metaphor. “Sporting activities are essentially
modified forms of hunting behaviour.” (Morris 305) William
Morris, the celebrated biologist, argues in his book
Manwatching that warfare is “a corrupted form of” (Morris
309) hunting. Morris divides sports into two types: (1) that
is played by only one team at a time like shooting and (2)
that is played by two opposing teams against each other.
Popular sports like “cricket, badminton, basketball, hockey,
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“(Morris308) etc. are the sport of “reciprocal hunt” (Morris
308). War evolved out of these sports of reciprocal hunt.
The only difference between the two is that in the second
type man hunts another man at prey. “Any victim that
provided the necessary hunting challenge would do, and
there was no reason why a human prey should be excluded.”
(Morris 309) Morris thinks that sports like Cricket give the
thrill of hunting from which war is derived. “Of all the
hundreds of forms of competition we indulge in only sports
have the special properties of chasing, running, jumping,
aiming and prey-killing.” (Morris 308) Since sports like cricket
are derived from war, it is impossible to conceptualize Cricket
in any other metaphor than that of war.
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